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This page intentionally left blank so things will come out in the right order if you make 
back-to-back copies

Many thanks to Don Rabberman of the Alamo Area Council Advancement Committee 
for his inspiration and the Project Approval Review and Board of Review Training for 
Adult Leaders handbook that was used as the foundation for this current handbook.
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Overview
The  purpose  of  this  training  is  to  make  Eagle  boards  of  review  consistent 
among our districts and compliant with national standards as stated in the latest 
revision of the Guide To Advancement 2011 #33088

An Eagle  Scout  candidate  should  be able  to  receive a  review of  the  same 
quality standards in any one of our districts throughout our council.

A Scout must never be delayed for advancement because of the 
failure of an adult.

In  the  course  of  carrying  out  his  Eagle  service  project,  an  Eagle 
Candidate will be asked many questions by his co-workers, advisers, 
and Scout leaders.  How well  he responded to these questions will 
help the Board of Review members determine his effectiveness as a 
leader.

Service Project requirement

REQUIREMENT  5.  While  a  Life  Scout,  plan,  develop,  and  give 
leadership  to  others  in  a  service  project  helpful  to  any  religious 
institution, any school, or your community. (The project must benefit 
an organization other than Boy Scouting.) A project proposal must be 
approved  by  the  organization  benefiting  from  the  effort,  your  unit 
leader and unit committee, and the council or district before you start. 
You must use the  Eagle Scout Service Project Workbook,  No. 
512-927, in meeting this requirement.

The project proposal must be approved by your Scoutmaster and troop committee, by the 
council or district, and by the organization benefiting from the effort before you start.
You must use the Eagle Scout Service Project Workbook, No. 512-927 in meeting this 
requirement
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Board of Review Member Qualifications

Each board member must:
1. Be age 21 or over and
2. Have an understanding of the purpose and importance of the board of review

Board of Review Makeup

A review board must consist of at least three but no more than six members. 

At least one board member must be registered in the Boy Scouts of America

The person chairing the board should be trained in Eagle board of review procedures

Family members including guardians of the Candidate are  not to be allowed to attend the 
review even as unit leader.

Those representing the benefactor of the Candidate’s service project should not be allowed 
to serve on the Candidate’s review board.

Unit Leaders and Assistant Leaders  of the Candidate cannot serve on his review board. 
They may remain in the room but are not to participate in the review unless asked to clarify a  
point.

Members of a Candidate’s unit committee  are allowed to serve on the Candidate’s review 
board.

Scoutmasters, assistant Scoutmasters, and other adults may be asked to serve on Boards of 
Review for Scouts from other Troops.
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The Life to Eagle Documents

Facts:
• Available online at www.alamoareabsa.org/diamondback/eagle  
• The Scout should print out the documents.
• Encourage the Scout  and his parents to read through the documents thoroughly 

before starting. 
• The Scout  should  familiarize  himself  with  the  other  resources  available  on  the 

website. 

Contents:
• Eagle Scout Rank Application (Fillable PDF)
• Eagle Scout Service Project Workbook, No. 512-927 (Fillable PDF) or Microsoft 

Word format (.doc) which is expandable.
• Information for Filling Out Your Eagle Application (.pdf)
• Guideline for Obtaining Reference Letter (.pdf)
• Reference Letter Form (Fillable PDF) – 5 or 6 copies are needed
• Reference Letter Return Envelope Guide (.pdf)
• Tour Plan (.pdf)
• Eagle Scout Service Project Fundraising Application (.pdf)

The Scout should also print out:

• Eagle Scout Project Proposal Approval Checklist (.pdf)
• Eagle Scout Process Checklist (.pdf)

This is also a good time to remind the Scout that everything must be completed by 
his 18th birthday. 
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The Service Project
Basic Standards

1. A  project  for  the  Eagle  rank  must  benefit  an  organization outside  of 
Scouting. Work involving council property or other BSA activities is not acceptable 
for an Eagle Scout service project.

2. The project must not be for a business or be of a commercial nature.

3.  The  project  need  not  be  for  a  registered  nonprofit  provided  the  benefiting 
organization is otherwise acceptable to the council or district advancement committee. 
These might include museums and various service agencies. A business operation 
provided as a community service may be considered. For example, a park open to the 
public that is owned by a business may qualify. The test of acceptability is whether the 
project primarily benefits the community as opposed to the business profits.

4.  Fund-raising is permitted only for securing materials or supplies needed to carry 
out the project.

5.  Routine labor, a job or service normally rendered, should not be considered. It 
may be embedded within the service project but it is not, in and of itself, the project.

6.The  project  must  provide  an adequate  opportunity  for  the  candidate  to 
demonstrate  leadership. There  is  no minimum number  of  hours that  must  be 
spent on carrying out the project. The amount of time spent must be sufficient for the 
Scout to clearly demonstrate leadership skills.  (see Service Projects, Advancement Committee 
Guide, Policies and Procedures)

7. The project must conform to the wishes and regulations of those for whom the 
project is undertaken.

Any project is acceptable as long as it meets these basic standards. See Exhibit C.
Eagle  Scout  Service  Project  Workbook,  No.  512-927  must  be  used  to  meet  this 
requirement.

After the Scout has decided upon an idea with his Unit Leader’s advice, he should 
write up a Project Proposal of the project which he has selected. Using the Project 
Workbook, he states what he wants to do, where, how, and who will  help him. 
Included in the writeup are a list of materials, supplies, tools, and cost. The lists do 
not have to be detailed, but should show that the Scout has a reasonable idea of 
what is required. The Scout must know if a Fundraising Application and Tour Plan 
are needed.

This should then be presented to the Unit Leader for review and suggestions.
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For the proposal to be approved it must show the following:
1. It provides sufficient opportunity to meet the Eagle Scout Service Project 
requirement.  The Scout must show that planning, development, and leadership 
will  take place and how these three factors will  benefit  a religious institution, a 
school, or community.
2. It appears to be feasible. The project is realistic for the Scout to complete.
3. Safety  Issues  will  be  addressed. The  Scout  must  show  that  he  has  an 
understanding of what must be done to guard against injury, and what will be done 
if someone gets hurt.
4. Action  Steps  for  further  detailed  planning  are  included. The Scout  will 
make a list  of  the key steps that will  be taken to make sure that the plan has 
enough details to be carried out successfully.
5. The Scout is on the right track with a reasonable chance for a positive 
experience.

The Contact Information page should be filled out with the name, address, phone 
numbers and email of the Eagle Scout Candidate, Unit Leader, Unit Committee 
Chair,  Unit  Advancement  Coordinator,  Project  Beneficiary  and Representative, 
Council Service Center, District Eagle Board Chairman (District Project Approval 
Representative), and Project Coach.

Present the proposal to the representative of the organization for whom the project 
will be done.

After the Unit Leader, Unit Committee and benefiting organization have approved 
the Eagle Scout Service Project Proposal,  the Scout will  call  the Eagle Board 
Chairman  to  be  scheduled  for  the  next  District  Eagle  Boards  and  Project 
Approvals.

Signatures of the Candidate, Unit Leader, Unit Committee, and Beneficiary must 
be on the Eagle Scout Service Project Proposal prior to presentation for District 
approval. 

The District  Eagle  Board must  grant  approval  with  signature  and date in the 
Project Workbook before work can begin

Eagle Scout requirement 5 says that the Scout must “plan” and “develop” the 
service  project.  The  final  plan  is  for  the  Scout's  use  and  does  not  require 
approval or signature. It is important, however, to show that the Scout has done 
the required planning and development  needed to the accomplishment  of  the 
project. The Eagle Scout Service Project Final Plan will be reviewed by the board 
members during the Eagle Scout Board of Review.
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The Eagle Scout service project is an  individual matter; therefore, two Eagle Scout 
candidates may not receive credit for working on the same project.

Service Project Approval Review

This review must be completed and approved before the Scout can begin work on his 
service  project.  The  candidate  appears  before  the  review  board  in  full  uniform, 
including his merit badge sash. 

The “Eagle Scout Project Proposal Approval Checklist” will be used during the review 
of the project proposal. This checklist does not add or change requirements or make 
any additions, deletions, or changes in the text. It helps the adults that are reviewing 
the project to cover all aspects of the project. It allows notes to the made on the form. 
One copy is given to the Scout, and the other copy is retained by the District and 
presented to the final board when the Scout reaches that point. That is why the Scout 
is asked to print two copies of the checklist (with the top section filled out) and brought 
with him to the District for project approval. 

The Scout is also asked to print out one copy of the “Eagle Process Checklist.” This is 
a list of steps from the point of deciding that the Scout wants to become an Eagle 
Scout after achieving Life Rank to the point of achieving Eagle Rank at the Eagle 
Scout Board of Review. The Scout will fill in the blanks on this checklist and brings it  
with  him as  well.  If  a  Scout  follows  this  checklist,  he  will  not  be  confused  about 
Registrar's signature, reference letters, etc.

In the event that the project is not approved, the board will explain to the candidate 
why and what must be done to gain approval. In some cases, the candidate will have 
to appear before another review board before approval can be granted. Most of the 
time,  after  the  necessary  changes  or  additions  have  been  made,  the  Scout  will 
communicate with the adult through email and can receive approval.

It should be made abundantly clear to the Candidate that he is the one in charge of 
this project. This is how he needs to appear in front of his co-workers as well as the 
benefactor’s representative and his unit leader.

It  must be emphasized to the Candidate that  a clear  understanding must be 
established with the Benefactor exactly what is to be included in the project and 
to what extent that work is to proceed. This must be clearly stated in the Project 
Workbook before it is signed by the Benefactor. A copy should then be given to 
the Benefactor.
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The approved project plan is basically a contract between the Scout and the benefiting 
organization. Beware of “project creep,” where the benefiting organization adds more 
to the project or wants major changes as the project is being executed.

The Eagle Scout Board of Review

The candidate appears before the review board (minimum 3 maximum 6 members) in full uniform 
with merit badge sash, accompanied by his adult leader, who will formally present the candidate 
to the board for final review. This adult will be permitted to observe the review only if not related  
to the Candidate in any way. 

Before allowing the candidate and his adult leader into the room, the board will review the  
application and final  write-up of  the project.  The reference letters  will  be reviewed and  
checked to make sure they match the references listed on the Eagle application. These  
reference letters are confidential and are to be seen  only by the board members of the  
Scout’s Eagle board.

If a unit leader or unit committee fails to sign or otherwise approve an application, the Eagle  
candidate may still be granted a board of review. Failure of the unit leader or unit committee  
to sign the application may be considered by the board in determining the qualification of  
the Eagle candidate.

Signatures needed for Approval of the Completed Project include the applicant, the Unit  
Leader, and the representative of the benefiting organization. A letter from the benefiting  
organization  expressing  their  satisfaction  with  the  project  may  also  be  included  as  an  
optional item.

The  adult  leader  should  advise  the  board  prior  to  the  review  of  any  extraordinary  
circumstances.

The candidate  will  be  asked  about  the  results  of  his  service  project,  how he  demonstrated 
leadership, and what he learned from doing the project. He will also be asked about his Scouting 
experience and his plans for the future. The board must ascertain whether or not the Candidate 
applied his skills and experience in carrying out his project. Also, attempt to determine the Scout’s 
attitude and his acceptance of Scouting’s ideals.

At  the  end  of  the  questioning,  the  candidate  will  be  asked  to  wait  outside  while  the  board 
deliberates and reaches a decision, which must be unanimous. If approved, the application will 
be signed at this time. The Scout handbook will also be signed by the board members.

The candidate and his adult leader will then be called in and the board will announce its decision.  
If the decision is favorable, the candidate will be told his application will be forwarded to Council  
and then on to national for final approval. Within two to four weeks, national will notify the council 
of the approval and council will notify the candidate’s Unit Leader and the Candidate. The date on 
his Eagle Certificate will be the date of his board of review. In the event the board’s decision is 
unfavorable, the board will explain to the candidate why and what can be done to gain approval. 
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In the event the board is unable to reach a unanimous decision, the board is discharged and a 
new board is appointed to review the Applicant.

A Scout may continue to work on any merit badge or service project for any period of time up to 
his 18th birthday.

The document entitled “Eagle Scout Board of Review” is available on the website.  It is a checklist 
of the Board of Review process from before the Scout arrives to after the board is completed. 
This is a great tool for both novice and experienced board members.

Reference Letters

Reference  letters  must  be  obtained  for  the  Eagle  Board  of  Review to  read.  These  are 
requested by the candidate and mailed by the references to the candidate’s Unit Leader who 
will take them to the Eagle Board of Review unopened.

HERE IS WHAT SHOULD BE DONE BY THE CANDIDATE:

1. Fill out the top part of each reference letter form so it is addressed to “Dear Mr./Mrs.  
__________”,  and has the candidate’s  name,  unit  number,  and telephone number 
filled out.

2. Personally  call  on  each  of  your  references.  Be  sure  this  includes  your  parents, 
religious leader, principal or counselor or teacher, your employer (if you are working), 
and two other persons of your choosing.

3. Leave the confidential reference letter request form with each person, along with a 
stamped addressed envelope to your Unit Leader. Ask that the letter be written in the 
next day or so and mailed.

4. Thank them!

IMPORTANT (for the candidate):

WHEN  YOU  ARE  NOTIFIED  THAT  YOU  HAVE  BEEN  APPROVED  BY  THE 
NATIONAL COURT OF HONOR, LET YOUR REFERENCES KNOW.

As an added precaution, the Candidate should mark each return envelope with the words 
“CONFIDENTIAL REFERENCE”, and include the return address of the person providing the 
reference in the upper left-hand corner and place the  candidate’s name in the lower left-
hand corner of the envelope. This will  help remind the Unit Leader to leave the envelope  
unopened. Please see Exhibit A.

 It is very important to note that the person being requested to write a reference letter is told 
that the letter will be held confidential and that only the Eagle Review Board will read it.
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Completed reference letters of any kind are the property of the council and are confidential.  
They are only reviewed by the board members. To preserve this confidentiality,  reference 
letters will not be returned to the Scout but rather be destroyed after the National Council has  
confirmed the Candidate as an Eagle Scout. Nor will  those providing references have the 
option of waiving confidentiality. 

If a reference letter is not sent to the Scoutmaster in a timely manner, the Troop leaders 
should  make contact with the reference(s) listed on the Eagle Scout Rank Application. The 
members of the Board of Review can try to contact the reference prior to bringing the Scout 
before the board. If the reference cannot be reached, the candidate shall not be required to 
make a follow-up contact with the reference or submit other reference names. A Scout cannot 
have a board of review denied or postponed because the council office or council 
advancement committee does not receive the reference letter forms he delivered.

The Eagle Scout Rank Application

The Eagle Scout Rank Application 512-728, 2011 printing, must be filled out, signed, and 
certified by the Council Registrar prior to the Board of Review. It is available as a fillable PDF 
document found on the district website. 

The Scout must use his full legal name. All spaces must be filled in. If the question is not 
applicable, a dash should be put in the space, or otherwise indicate that it is not applicable.

The 5 or 6 references used must be listed on the application. If the Scout is not employed, he 
may indicate “none” or “not applicable.” The reference letters received must match to these 
listed on the application. 

Twenty-one merit badges must be filled in, including 12 required merit badges that are listed. 
On merit badge number 6 and 9, those not earned are crossed off. If crossed-out badge was 
earned, it may be reentered in spaces 13 through 21.

The Date of Life Scout Board of Review is indicated on the form. There must be at least six 
months since the Scout attained the Life Scout Rank. At the time of applying for Eagle, the 
Scout must be registered with a unit of the Alamo Area Council.

Six months of leadership is required since attaining Life Rank. Only one needs to be listed, 
but there is space to indicate another leadership position. Two or more leadership positions 
may be combined to total six or more months. The acceptable leadership positions are 
indicated on the top of page two of the application. 

Boy Scout Troop – Patrol Leader, Venture Patrol Leader, Assistant Senior Patrol Leader, 
Senior Patrol Leader, Troop Guide, Order of the Arrow Troop Representative, Den Chief, 
Scribe, Librarian, Historian, Quartermaster, Junior Assistant Scoutmaster, Chaplain Aide, 
Instructor, Webmaster, Leave No Trace Trainer.
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Varsity Scout Team – Chaplain, Co-captain, Program Manager, Squad Leader, Team 
Secretary, Order of the Arrow Representative, Librarian, Historian, Quartermaster, Chaplain 
Aide, Instructor, Den Chief, Webmaster, Leave No Trace Trainer.

Venturing Crew/ship – President, Vice-President, Treasurer, Den Chief, Quartermaster, 
Historian, Guide, Boatswain, Boatswain's Mate, Yeoman, Purser, Storekeeper, Webmaster, 
Leave No Trace Trainer.

Lone Scout – Leadership responsibility in his school, religious organization, club, or 
elsewhere in his community.

The Eagle Scout Service Project is only one of five requirements for the rank of Eagle Scout. 
The project name, grand total of hours, and date of final signature is indicated. 

Requirement 6 is to take part in a unit leader conference. Note that it also states that a Life 
Ambition Statement is required. Also required is a listing of positions held in the Scout's 
religious institution, school, camp, community, or other organizations during which leadership 
was demonstrated. Include honors and awards received during this service.

Signatures of the applicant, unit leader, and unit committee chair are required. The 
application is then taken, mailed, faxed, or emailed to the Council Service Center for 
certification by the Council Registrar. This can take up to two weeks, so plan to obtain this 
signature well before the Board of Review. The Registrar will email a scanned and signed 
copy to the District Eagle Board Chairman and Scout. If the original application was taken to 
the Council Service Center, it should be picked up before the Board of Review, as the  Board 
of Review members will sign the original application if the board is successfully completed. 
The District Eagle Board Chairman and/or Scout should give the copy of the certified 
application to the Board of the Review. This will be attached to the original and the Council 
Registrar will sign the original application when they are turned in after the Board of Review.

The Council Scout Executive will sign the application and it will be forwarded to the National 
Office for final approval. Allow three weeks for the certificate to be returned from the National 
Office. 

Time Limit

With the exception of the board of review, all requirements including the Scoutmaster 
Conference must be completed prior to the Candidate's 18th birthday.
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Time Extensions

All work toward Boy Scout awards must cease when a scout reaches his 18 th birthday. 
Under  certain  extenuating  circumstances,  time  can  be  allowed  for  completion  of 
requirements. (See Time Extensions, Advancement Committee Guide)

Working on Requirements

If a Scout or Venturer foresees that he will be unable to complete the requirements for 
the Eagle rank prior  to his 18th birthday,  he may file  a petition in writing with  the 
National  Boy Scout  Committee  through the  local  council  for  special  permission  to 
continue  work  toward  the  award  after  reaching  age  18.  The  unit  leader  or  unit 
committee  may  also  file  the  petition.  The  petition  must  show good  and  sufficient 
evidence and detail  the extenuating circumstances, such as illness, injury or other 
circumstances clearly beyond the Scout's control. 

Attending a Board of Review

Within  three  months  after  his  18th birthday,  a Scout  who  has  completed  all 
requirements  for  the  Eagle  rank  submits  his  application  and  is  reviewed  and 
recognized. (See Boards of Review, Advancement Committee Guide)

After three months and up to six months after his 18th birthday, a Candidate must be 
pre-approved by the local  council  before  a  board  of  review can be  conducted.  A 
statement by an adult  explaining the reason for the delay must be attached to the 
Eagle Scout Rank Application when it is submitted to the Eagle Scout Service.

Beyond six months requires a petition to the national Boy Scout Committee for an 
extension of time to hold the board of review. The petition must be processed through 
the local council and detail the extenuating circumstances that prevented the board of 
review  from being  held  within  the  six-month  period  following  the  candidate’s  18 th 

birthday.

Extenuating circumstances are defined as conditions or situations that are totally beyond the  
control of the Scout or Venturer.

Appeals

Two situations may lead to the appeal of a decision. (See Appealing a Decision, Advancement 
Committee Guide)
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First, if the unit leader or unit committee does not recommend the Scout for a board of 
review, or the unit leader or unit committee does not sign the Eagle Scout application, 
the Scout or other interested party may appeal the decision at the next level.
 
In  such  cases,  the  decision  may  be  appealed  to  the  committee  responsible  for 
advancement at the next level. The committee hearing the appeal shall then grant the 
Scout  a  board  of  review and appoint  its  members.  In  such cases,  the committee 
hearing the appeal shall decide to grant or not to grant a board of review.

The second situation occurs when a board of review does not recommend a candidate 
for rank advancement. In such a situation, the Scout or his parent(s) or guardian(s) 
may appeal the decision.

All appeals,  under any circumstances, shall  initially be directed to the next highest 
level  in  this  order:  Unit,  district  committee,  council  committee,  national  Boy Scout 
Committee. A decision at either the district or council level finding in favor of the Scout 
shall be final. Units have no right of appeal of a decision.

All  requests  for  appeal  shall  be  made  in  writing,  signed  by  the  Scout  and/or  his 
parent(s), or guardian(s), and shall set forth in detail  the reasons for requesting an 
appeal.

Upon initial receipt of an appeal, the district and the council advancement committee 
charged with hearing the initial appeal shall provide for a prompt review to determine 
the  facts.  All  parties  must  be  interviewed  or  written  statements  obtained. 
Confrontations between opposing parties must be avoided. The appeal review is not 
a second board of review and thus a unanimous decision is not required. A 
decision may be reached by majority vote.

Appeals to the national Boy Scout Committee shall be processed through the local 
council and all decisions in reference to appeals shall be final.

Miscellaneous Items
UNIFORMS
A full Official Scout Uniform or as much of a uniform as the Scout owns with properly placed insignia 
should  be  worn  to  a  Board  of  Review.  This  includes  the merit  badge  sash worn  over  the  right 
shoulder. If a Scout chooses not to wear his merit badge sash, he may hand-carry it to the Board of 
Review.
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An Order of the Arrow sash is meant for OA activity only and would not be appropriate at a Board of  
Review. The Insignia Guide of the Boy Scouts of America, currently No. 33066E, prohibits the wearing 
of the OA sash with the merit badge sash. If a Scout wishes to display his OA sash at his Board of  
Review, he may hand-carry it.

Under no circumstances should a Scout be reviewed wearing both his Merit  Badge and OA sash 
together or his Merit Badge or OA Sash hanging from his belt. Insignia must be placed according to 
the current Boy Scout Handbook. Wear it right or don’t wear it at all.

Venturers may wear  the uniform approved by  their  crew,  ship,  or  squadron as  long as  it  meets 
reasonable standards of formality. In the absence of any established uniform, reasonable formal attire 
is to be worn.

VENTURING
A Scout transferring to the Venturing program may continue working towards his Eagle Rank as a 
Venturer provided he has obtained at least the First Class Rank in a Boy Scout Troop or Varsity Scout 
Team. (See Venturing Advancement, Advancement Committee Guide) 

Position of responsibility requirements may be met by the Venturer serving as president, secretary, or 
treasurer in his crew, or as boatswain, boatswain’s mate, yeoman, purser, or storekeeper in his ship.

ALTERNATE REQUIREMENTS AND MERIT BADGES
Scouts who are unable to complete certain Eagle-required Merit Badges because of a disability may 
apply for an alternate merit badge by completing the Application for Alternate Eagle Scout Award 
Merit Badges form and submitting it to the Council Advancement Committee

The Council Advancement Committee must then secure approval from the council executive board

The Scout executive must attach a letter to the application indicating that the executive board has 
approved the application

PARTIAL COMPLETION OF MERIT BADGES (Alamo Area Council policy)

If a registered and qualified Merit Badge Counselor is not available to approve partials received by 
youth at a long-term camp (summer camp) or merit badge seminar, then the Unit Committee has the 
authority to assign the responsibility for the review and approval of requirements not completed.

OTHER

Topics covering Extended Absence from Scouting, Lone Scouting, Youth of Other Nationalities, and 
Religious  Principles  are discussed in  detail  in  the latest  revision of  the Advancement  Committee 
Guide Policies and Procedures, currently No. 33088E.
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EXHIBIT A
Return envelope for reference letters

(Letters must arrive at the Eagle Review Board unopened and in their original seal)

The Unit Leader should be given a list of those he should be receiving reference 
letters from so that the Scout can be made aware of the reference letters that have 
been received. Putting “Confidential reference for (Candidates Name)” on the 
envelope, helps to avoid accidental opening of the envelope. 

The reference letters are to be brought to the board of review site by the Unit Leader unopened! 

The reference letters are to be read by the Eagle Board only!

To preserve confidentiality, all letters will be destroyed after the Scout has been confirmed 
an Eagle Scout by national unless the author of a letter grants permission for the letter to 
be released to the Scout.
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EXHIBIT B

Service Project Write-up Suggestions

Here are some ideas that can help to enhance the appearance of the Eagle Scout Service 
Project Proposal and Eagle Scout Service Project Final Plan – 

• When listing items together such as materials and costs, always use a column rather 
than showing everything in a paragraph. Show a total at the bottom for any numerical 
amounts. Example:

        Estimated
    Materials                          Cost  

• When preparing your final report, show the actual cost of each item along side of what 
it would have cost if it had not been donated. Example:

Materials
Cost if 

Purchased
Actual 

Cost
    Lumber 31.41$      Donated
    Paint 18.97$      Donated
    Nails 4.79$        Donated

Total Materials 55.17$      0.00
Labor

50 hours at $5.00 per hour 250.00$     Donated
25 hours at $15.00 per hour 375.00$     Donated

75 hours             Total Labor 625.00$     0.00
Overhead
    Rental of Tools 45.00$      Donated
    Sandpaper 2.14$        Donated
    Refreshments 20.00$      Donated

Total Overhead 67.14$      0.00

GRAND TOTAL 747.31$     $0.00

Although the Actual Cost was zero in the example above, the Value of the project 
would be reported as $747.31
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Lumber $30.00
Paint 10.00
Nails __5.00

TOTAL $45.00



Additional Suggestions for the Scout – 

• From your original final report make copies in the event that your original report is lost. 
You will be asked to make four copies, including the original, and bring them to the 
Board of Review. Include copies of the Eagle Scout Rank Application and 
Accomplishments and Life Ambition Statement with each workbook.

• When writing up your report, use plenty of spacing for easier reading. Use a lot of 
paragraphs or consider double-spacing.

• Take several pictures to chronicle the work on your project. Be sure to include yourself 
along with those helping you and include captions with each picture.

EXHIBIT C
Notes on Service Projects

Any project  is  acceptable as  long  as  it  meets  the  basic  standards for  an  Eagle  Scout 
Leadership Service Project. Some examples are:

• Organized a landscaping project for a public building or area
• Organized the collecting of used books
• Organized a blood drive
• Led a group to construct a foot bridge on a trail at a state park
• Organized and operated a bicycle safety campaign

Examples of unacceptable service projects:
• Wheelchair ramp for a private residence — project must be for an organization
• Human-discarded trash pick up along a highway — routine labor is not allowed
• Organize a fund-raiser for Juvenile Diabetes — fund raising is not allowed
• Painted a church all by himself — no leadership opportunity
• Built several picnic tables for a Boy Scout camp—project must be outside of Scouting
• Installed computers for an electronics store — cannot be for a business

A service project must involve enough time and people to enable the Candidate to clearly 
demonstrate  leadership and  be  of  sufficient  value to  the  benefactor.  Value  can  be 
intangible as well as tangible.

Construction projects should mostly involve work that can be done by scout-age 
youth

In most any drive project, public response is critical to success and good advertising 
is an absolute must. Flyer distribution is one method but generally there are only five 
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to ten responses for every one hundred flyers distributed so plans should be made to  
distribute a sufficient number of flyers. An announcement made by the Candidate at 
public  gatherings is  a  good method and demonstrates  leadership.  Obtaining free 
public service announcements on radio, television, and in the newspapers is another 
good method. The Scout must be able to demonstrate how his leadership impacted 
the project.

Professionally assisted projects such as blood drives or CPR classes conducted 
by professional technicians can leave the Candidate and his helpers with little to do 
unless plans are made to keep everyone sufficiently busy and involved.

Data  gathering  projects such  as  researching  grave  markers  must  involve 
coordinating the efforts of several helpers to gather and compile the information.

Avoid letting any service project turn into a “one man show.” The main objective is to 
demonstrate leadership
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